**Abstract:**

In the last ten years, several tools have been proposed for RNA secondary structure pairwise comparison. These tools use different models (ordered tree or forest, arc annotated sequence, multi-level tree) and methods (edit distance, alignment). We present a first online benchmark for comparing these tools. For various RNA families, we built two sets of secondary structures. The second is called the reference set, composed of a small number of RNAs with their known structures. The second is composed of sequences folded using Mfold and RNAs shapes. Some of these sequences correspond to structural RNAs of the same family (true events), others correspond to noise. We studied the ability of each tool to find the true events using the reference set.

**Protocol:**

For each run, two sets of RNA secondary structures are built. The reference set is composed of 4 to 6 RNAs of a family using the structures provided in the literature. The data set is composed of structures obtained by folding sequences of RNAs of the same family (true events) and sequences of the same length as the references but supposed not to belong to that family (called noise or false events).

For each event, the best score obtained between the references and all its possible structures (optimal and suboptimal structures found by mfold or mashape) is retained. Given all events sorted by their best scores, a ROC curve (False Positive Rate / True Positive Rate) is plotted.

**Tools:**

- RNAtoReaver [1] is an ordered trees local/global alignment algorithm. It uses a special tree encoding that allows to break nucleotide pairings under certain conditions.

- MiGal [2] uses a multi-level representation of the secondary structure composed by four layers coded by rooted ordered trees. The layers model different structural levels from multi-loop network to the sequence of nucleotides composing the RNA. The algorithm is an adapted edit distance successively applied to each layer. (options: -harp -strict -indel -unc)

- TreeMatching [3] is based on a quotiented tree representation of the secondary structure which is a similar structure made of two rooted ordered trees at two different scales (nucleotides and structural elements). The core of the method relies on the comparison of both scales simultaneously: it computes an edit distance between quotiented trees at the macroscopic scale using edit costs defined as edit distances between subtrees at the microscopic scale.

- gardenia [4] and NestedAlign [5] use an arc-annotated based representation, that allows for complex edit operations, such as arc-breaking or arc- altering. They allow local and global alignment features. gardenia notably allows affine gap scores while NestedAlign implements an original local alignment algorithm.

- RNAMatch [6] performs the comparison in two steps. First, it compares stems of the two structures using an alignment algorithm with complex edit operations. Then it finds an optimal mapping between the different stems.

- RNAdistance [7] implements a classical edit distance on a tree representation of the structure. A particularity of RNAdistance is that it does not take into account the RNA sequences.

We also compute the score using blast [8] (b2seq -t blastn -W4).
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**Conclusion:**

We present a general protocol to evaluate the scoring capabilities of methods for comparing RNA secondary structures.

In particular, the data and the software used in this benchmark are freely available at: http://brasero.labri.fr.

These results are preliminary since most of these tools were run with their default parameters. Hence, this work represents only a starting point for a general benchmark. The impact of the various parameters common or specific to each tool (scoring function, matrices...) will be studied in future.

Currently, we considered data sets for three families: tRNA, SRP and 16S. We will add Intron Group I and II, RNAseP and 23S to the final benchmark.

Finally, another benchmark will be added to analyse the quality of the RNA alignments provided by the methods.

---
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